BIDHAN CHANDRA KRISHI VISWAVIDYALAYA
P.O –Krishi Viswa vidyalaya, Mohanpur -741252, Nadia, W.B
Registrar’s Central Purchase Section
Ref no. BCKV/RKVYWM/23/2018-19

TENDER NOTIFICATION

Date: 18.12.2018

Principal Investigator, RKVY Project entitled “Management of groundwater irrigation……West
Bengal, Gayeshpur”, Niche Area Laboratory, Directorate of Research, BCKV, Kalyani-741235 is
inviting
quotations for the following
item from bonafide vendors/authorized
dealers/manufacturers within 26.12.2018, 5.30 pm as per specifications appended below.
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Item

Specification

UV-VIS
Spectrophotometer

UV-VIS spectrophotometer with double beam optics having variable
spectral bandwidth, an wavelength accuracy of ± 0.1 nm or better,
photometric accuracy of ± 0.002 A or better, reducing stray light to
0.02 % of T or better, baseline stability <0.0003 Abs/h or better and
works with high reproducibility and repeatability accuracy and
operates through a user friendly software. Delivery, installation and at
least three years onsite warranty desired.

(i) Opening of the tender: - The bid will be opened by the Central Purchase Committee, BCKV duly
constituted for this purpose.
(ii) Prices: - The prices of items should be quoted in net per unit (including all taxes and duties, etc.).
However, University will provide valid DSIR. Without essential accessories tender will be considered as
incomplete. Quoted price must be inclusive of installation. Quoted rates must be FOR DESTINATION
(including packing, insurance and delivery charges) up to the laboratory at BCKV, Gayeshpur, Nadia,
West Bengal with satisfactory installation and demonstration.
(iii) EMD: - Vendors are required to pay the requisite amount of Rs. 10000/- (Rupees ten thousand)
only as EMD in demand draft. The requisite draft must be submitted as the supporting document.
Without EMD quotations will not be considered for technical or financial comparison. Draft must
be in favour of “Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya” payable at Kalyani (IFSC: SBIN0001082). EMD
exemption certificate (if any) must be submitted with tender document.
(iv)

Supporting documents:-

(a) Bid papers should accompany authorization certificate from original manufacturer, trade
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

license, GST registration, etc;
Photocopy (self attested) of the original supporting document in favour of the specification
claim for each item must have to be uploaded separately;
User list along with certificate from reputed users also need to be uploaded for each item;
Photocopy of supporting document of assured after sales services in Eastern Indian and
availability of spare parts need to be uploaded.
Price bid of the vendors will be compared only if technical specificity as appended against each
item is fulfilled. The Viswavidyalaya authority reserves the right to accept or reject any tender
without showing any reason.
Valid quotations will be evaluated at a date convenient to the university authority.

The quotations must be dropped in the Tender box at Registrar’s Department, 2nd Floor, Administrative
building, Mohanpur, Nadia-741242, WB or sent by post to the Registrar, Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya,
Mohanpur, Nadia-741252, WB. Last Date of Submission: 26.12.2018 within 5.30 pm.
Chairman, CPC
Prof. S K Patra, Chief Scientist & Pricipal Investigator
Contact Number: 9433786506
Email :sanmaykumar@rediffmail.com

